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Abstract

This paper presents a formalism for representing knowledgein the legal
domain with an explicit account of time. We do not propose an original
contribution on temporal representation, but we present a temporal repre
sentation method for Legal Reasoning Systems based on some techniques
proposed in the area of temporal logicsfor AI which happen to adequately
fulhll some other representational requirements from the legal domain as
well.

A central notion of our approach is that of temporal token. It allows to
make direct reference to specific temporal occurrences, supports talking
about temporal occurrence without the technical problems of reification,
avoids the ontological problems of temporal types, allows for a neat separa
tion of the temporal component -which eventually will be processed by an
specialized temporal reasoner-, and turns out to be very appropriate for
expressing references to legal propositions, which is an important issue in
representing legal knoweldge, while staying within standard many-sorted
first-order logics.
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1 Introduction

By looking at the knowledge managed in the legal domain, it is rather easy
to find references to time. For example, if one is talking about contracts (say
between buyer and seller) it is natural to mention the time the contract has been
concluded (e.g. "A contract of type tyi between A and B was concluded April
the first"), the duration of the contract (e.g. "The contract between A and B
last for 3months ), or the time that the buyer is supposed to pay the seller part
(e.g. "B has the obligation to pay A's merchandise not more than four weeks
later than its delivery time"). Quoting L. Thome McCarty [8] : . .time and
action are both ubiquitous in legal domains. ...".

Surprisingly not much work has been done on providing legal reasoning sys
tems with means to explicitly represent temporal references present in their
knowledge. The goal ofthis paper is to cover this gap by proposing a represen
tation method which supports the expression oftemporal references in the legal
domain. We envision a system where these expressions will be efficiently pro
cessed by an specialized temporal reasoner contributing to the accomplishment
of a particular reasoning task.

The structure of the paper is as follows. We first review the representa
tional issues that need to be addressed in order to come up with a temporal
representation formalism for legal reasoning. Then, we introduce the idea of
temporal token and other key ideas our approach is based on. Next, we de
fine our logical language as a many-sorted first-order logic, presenting syntax
and semantics, and we discuss its application to representing legal knoweldge.
Finally, we outline some extensions to cope with additional specific representa
tional requirements.

2 Representation Issues to Address

A legal reasoning system may involvemany representational issues which often
appear mixed in real problem solving tasks (see [8] for issues related to action
languages in the legal domain). In this paper we concentrate on the represen
tation oftime and temporal references, yet we also consider (at basic stage) the
representation and change and the representation of what we call propositional
references, since they are interrelated in the way we shall make clear in short.

• Temporal Representation Issues. In general, to define a temporal
representation approach one usually must provide a way ofexpressing two
sort of formula [12]:

1. Temporal Occurrences: Formula expressing the holding of a certain
proposition at a certain time. For example, the statement "A con
tract of type tyi between A and B was concluded April the first"
requires a sort of formula with related the proposition "contract of



type ty\ between A and B is concluded" and the temporal qualifica-
iion "April the first".

2. Temporal Relations: Formula expressing relations (i.e. constraints)
between different time elements. For example, from the statement
"B has the obligation to pay A's merchandise not more than four
weeks later than its delivery time" we need to specify somehow that
the "payment time" and the "delivery time" are at most four weeks
apart. There a variety of different temporal relations we may en
counter: absolute (e.g. "April the first"), relative (the previous one
is an example of that), precise (e.g. "three weeks"), approximate
("between two and three weeks", "four weeks at most").

The definition of the formula above will strongly depend on the underlying
model of time we assume in our approach. A model of time involves
deciding on various issues:

—The temporal primiiive(s): instants vs. periods vs. both.

- The structure of time: discrete vs. dense, bounded vs. unbounded,
ordering (partial, linear, circular,...).

Change and Action Representation. The main motivation of intro
ducing a representation of time in our formalism is because we wish to talk
about how our domain changes and how changes are produced by actions
(since eventually we would like to reason about them). There is large
number of issues included under this label. We here consider only the ba
sic point of deciding on the temporal entities, i.e. the different ontological
entities that compose the description of a changing domain.

Propositional References. By prepositional references we mean ex
pressing relations on entities which are themselves propositions. We have
examples in first and third sentences. Let's take the later: "B has the
obligation to pay A ...". We have a proposition "B pay A" -which could
be formalized as pay{A,B)- anb we have a reference to it since this an
obligation that B has got -obligation{B,pay(B,A))^. We see that if we do
not want to jump out of first-order logics we must find some alternative
way to representing it. This is an important issue in legal reasoning due to
the numerous references of this sort that appear in legal knowledge [15].

3 Legal Temporal Knowledge Representation

In this section we present an approach to legal knowledge formalization with an
explicit account of temporal information which we belief satisfactorily address
the issues above.

^We are in fact considering onlyatomic propositions.



3.1 Temporal Tokens

Our approach is based on the idea of temporal token. Intuitively a temporal
token represents a particular occurrence of a domain relationship at a partic
ular time^. For example, consider our first sentence: "A contract of type tyi
between A and B was concluded April the first". We are not going to represent
the abstract notion of "contract of type tyi between A and B", which would
correspond to the notion of temporal type (this is the approach followed by some
relevant approaches to temporal reasoning in AI [9, 2, 10, 5]), but we shall rep
resent a particular instance of it, i.e. the specific contract of type tyi between
A and B which was concluded April the first. The idea of "token" is proposed
in some philosophical works on action formalization [3] and it has already been
used as well within the context of temporal reasoning in AI [7, 4, 6, 11, 14].

Temporal tokens can be introduced by using different techniques. We pro
pose to introduce tokens as additional arguments of the original relations in our
logic since it turns out to meet our temporal and also non-temporal represen
tational requirements, yet is the technically simplest way of doing that. We
call this approach temporal token arguments [llj. In the example above, for
instance, we can formalize the "contract" relation between buyer and selleras
a 3-place predicate and the sentence is represented by contraci{tyi, A, B). Now,
to talk about the time related to the contract we introduce a temporal token,
til, as an additional argument of contract getting

contract{tyi,A,B,tti)

The token constant tti represents the particular temporal occurrence of a con
tract oftype tyi between Aand B at a certain time. Now that we have temporal
tokens as part of our ontology we can think about addressing the issues con
cerning temporal representation we mentioned in previous section: temporal
occurrence and temporal relations. Regarding the first one, we can directly
take the token arguments expression to mean its actual temporal occurrence (at
the times associated to the token). Or else we can introduce any predicate we
wish to express temporal occurrence by merely taking the token (at least) as
one of its arguments. We call them temporal occurrence predicates (TOP). For
instance, we can represent that a token actually occurred by using the Occurs
TOP to write OccuRS(<ti). We discuss the second issue in next subsection.

Two remarks to be made on this statement. On the one hand, we are considering that
our domain can be conceptualized as a set ofrelationships. A relationship can be formalized
as a logical predicate or as something more complex, e.g. a set of predicates. Some of them
will lookas tuplesin a relational database, othersprobably will have the appearance of some
sort of constraint. On the other hand, by "particular time" we do not commit ourselves to
any specific temporal luut: it could be an itistantaneous unit or a durative one.



3.2 Temporal Constraints

Having temporal tokens in our ontology we can comfortably talk about the
temporal qualification itself. The sort of knowledge we wish to express will
have the form of a constraint between the different times of (possibly different)
occurrences, being particular cases constraints on one single time, i.e. unary or
absolute constraints. In order to do that we introduce a number of additional
elements;

1. Temporal functions: These are functions which will map tokens to their
relevant times, the times which will be used to construct temporal con
straints.

2. Pure temporal forms: These are the formulas we will use to represent
constraints among the time elements coming from the temporal tokens.

3.3 Representing Change and Action

Ontologies for reasoning about action and change have traditionally distin
guished between two main entities: fluents (or also called states) and events.
Intuitively fluents describe the state of the domain changing through time and
events describe the occurrences on time that are responsible for those changes.
We follow this approach here. In our proposal, fluents are modelled as rela
tions which are formalized as a logical predicate. In the contract example,
for instance, we have the predicate contract and we have also the predicate
contract.status, both fluents describing the state of affairs. On the other hand,
events (which in our so basic approach include anyentity responsible for changes
likeany sort of action, espontaneous event, consequence, ...) are formalized also
as predicates but we shall use the Occurs TOP to state that it actually oc
curred.

4 The Representation Language

In this section we describe the syntax and semantics of the representation lan
guage we propose and then we discuss its usage in modelling knowledge from a
certain domain.

We define our logical language starting from a given sorted first-order logic
lacking of an explicit representation of time. We proceed as follows:

• Sorts. To those given sorts we add the following ones:

- TT, time tokens

- I, time instants

- V, time periods



— Vf time distances

These are a sort of tokens which are the key piece of our approach, two
temporal sorts -one for instantaneous pieces of time and the other for
durative ones- and finally the time distances needed to construct our
temporal constraints.

• Functions. We introduce four one-place function symbolswhose input is
of sort TT and whose output is of sort T, namely:

instant, begin, end TT—*1
period : TT—•T

The function time is used to refer to the time of an instantaneous occur

rences, whereas begin, end and period denote the beginning time point,
the end time point and the time interval of a durative occurrence.

• Predicates. Each n-ary predicate symbol of a certain signature from the
given set of predicates is transformed into a n-|-l-ary predicate symbol
where the added argument is of sort TT. A particular case of it are the
so-called temporal occurrence predicates (TOP). Once time is introduced
explicitly, we can introduce some predicates to assert the temporal oc
currence of a certain proposition. So far there is only one we need here:
the 1-place predicate Occurs which is used to express the occurrence of
the event described by a certain token. In addition, now that we have
introduced tokens in our languagewe have the possibility of talking about
them regarding relations which we were not able to express before within
a standard first-order logic.

• Temporal Constraints. We introduce a number of forms to represent
temporal constraints over time points. To meet the requirements from the
legal domain we introduce two different types of temporal constraints:

— Instant'io-insiani Metric Constraints: They express a constraint on
the set of possiblemetric temporal distances between two time points.
Their form is:

—ti € [dj , ..., [d„, djJ"]
where are instant terms and d,-'s are time distance terms. Obvi
ously the expressive power of temporal constraints lies on the capabil
ity of expressing uncertain or imprecise knowledge. However, in the
case that the knoweldge is precise, although it can be expressed with
out problems, the resulting expression is not much natural. Therefore
we propose some specific forms (which are syntactic sugar of the pre
vious one) to express precise knowledge:

t,- = d
tj -ti = d



— Period-to-Period Qualitative Constraints:

Pi IR Pj

where IR isa subset ofAllen's thirteen interval relations [1] and Pi, Pj
are period terms. A period term can be either a period constant
symbol, a period variable symbol, or the function period applied to
a either token term or to a pair of instant terms^.

5 Semantics

The semantics is a slight variation from the standard many-sorted first-order
logic one. Our interpretations will contain disjoint sets of objects according
to the sintactic sorts defined, and functions and predicates will be interpreted
in the appropriate sorts according to their signature. Logical connectives and
quantifiers will be interpreted as usual. The only particularity comes on the
temporal part. The interpretation has no set of times but only a set of time
distance over which a linear order relation < is defined as well as the addition
(-I-) operation with which forms a conmutative group structure. The intuition
behind such a definition is that both times and time distances are semantically
elements of the same set. Any instant can always be regarded as the distance
between time 0 and its time, and any period can always be regarded also as
an ordered pair of instants, i.e. of time distances. So, an interpretation will be
composed of a meaning function M such that:

M: I —>Vv
M: V^{{d,d')-.d,d'€Vi>,d<d'}
M: V —

and the temporal constraints will be interpreted, according to their definition,
as follows: Given an interpretation X:

I 1= - U€ [dr. •••.dj] iff df < M{ii) - M{ti) < d+ or

or d-<M{ii)-M{ti)<dt

The interpretation for the qualitative constraints will be similar, taking for
each inltrval relation its interpretation as a CNF of point-to-point qualitative
relations which in turn can be viewed as particular cases of a metric one. For
example, the Meets relation between twoperiods, /'(Meets Pj, would be satisfied
by an interpretation iff

8econd{Ad(P,)) = first{Ad{Pj))

^To be rigorous we should have two different symbols in place ofourperiod to avoid having
a single function with two different signatures. We do so for the sake of readability of our
language. We could do it without having any significant difference from our development.



6 Conceptualizing and Representing Knowl
edge

Let's take a particular example to illustrate how our language can be used
for knowledge representation and to demonstrate its adequacy. Consider the
following narrative describing an specific story about contracts as well as some
general rules that are applicable to them.

Example 1

I. "A contract of type C\ between A and B has been defined at time

S. M offered that contract to B at time

3. "B accepted the contract C\ from A at time t^".

4- (CISG^ article 23) M contract is concluded when an acceptance of an
offer becomes effective".

5. "A contract becomes effective when its offer is accepted".

The formalization of the first three statements would be as follows:

1. coniract{tyi, A, B,tti)
contraci.status{tti, defined, ttii) b6gi&(t<ii) =

2. off€r{A,tti,B,ti2)

3. accept{B,tti,A,ttz)

time(«2) = h OccURS(f<2)

tiiBe(H3) = <3 Occurs(H3)

From the occurrence of the offering and acceptance events we would like to
somehow complete the information about the status of the contract. Specifically
we would like to derive facts such as (see figure 1):

contraci.status{tti,tti2, offered) ^tuMeets «i2
coniraciMatus{tti,tti3, accepted) ttidHl^^ts ttiz

The questions of how can we obtain them and what is the knowledge needed
to derive them can be answered by following the sameintuition than in the origi
nal Event Calculus approach, but taking technical advantageof having temporal
tokens and temporal constraints in the language. Briefly, to derive the facts on
the left hand side we would need some expression of the causal relationship be
tween eventoccurrence and proposition holding®. In our case such a relationship

*CISG stands for the "United Nations Convention of the International Sale of Goods".
®The Event Calculus introduces the predicates INITIATES and Terminates to do so.



Contract

Status

accepted

offered

defined

<1 <2 ^3 Time

Figure 1: History of the contract status fluent on contract tti.

will be between tokens. For instance,

V7T offeriX, TT, Y,TT') AOccurs(7T') —^
3TT" contract-staius{TT^ offered, TT")A

Atime{TT') = begin(TT")A
aCauses(7T',7T")

To derive the proper information on the right hand side we shall need to apply
techniques related to temporal persistence and temporal clipping. These func
tionalities can be adequately reformulated by using the the metric temporal
constraints of our language as shown in [13]^.

Let's now have a look again on the way we conceptualized the example,
i.e. decided on the predicates and tokens coming out from the given narrative
statements. One may observe that the notion of contract status could have
been formalized merely as another argument of the predicate contract as the
Type of the contract is. What is the criterium to follow in order to determine

when a predicate argument must be considered a different predicate by its own
? The answer is based on the pattern of change through time: an attribute may
deserve being conceptualized as a different fluent and represented as a different
predicate if its pattern of change is significantly different from the one of the
predicate its is argument of. In the example, contract status has been taken out
of the concept of contract since changes with higher frequency than the other
attributes of contract. By "splitting" the status attribute we get tokens for it
-ttii,tti2,ttiQ~ describing its change through time, plus a token for contract
(fti) representing its life time. Temporal tokens turn out to be very well-suited

^Although the language defined in [13] is not the same than here, they share the main
representational features, namely temporal tokens and temporal constraints.



to support attribute splitting since it is just another instance of Tpropositional
reference.

7 Future Work

Upon the basis of the legal knowledge representation formalism presented in
this paper we are working on several directions to address problems clasical in
knowledge representation.

One of them is information incompleteness. The information relevant to
a problem case is often not complete in the legal domain. In particular, de
scriptions of temporal events do not always include information about each of
its features. Our proposal can be easily extended to account for such a sort
of incompleteness by following Semantic Case Decomposition, an idea that we
borrow from Kowalski k Sergot whoused it in the Event Calculus [7] for a sim
ilar purpose. It basically consist of deciding on a set of descriptor or attributes
which will be used to refer to each paramenter for each argument of our ini
tial predicates. Then, every attribute is taken as a predicates whose attributes
are a token, The advantage here is that the language user has the flexibility of
representing just the pieces of information that are known ignoring the rest.

Example 2 In the introductory example, the piece of knowledge "A contract of
type tyi between A and B has been defined at time ti" is formalized as

relation(M i, contract) relation(tt11, contract-status)
contract-type(«i,<j/i) contract(Hii, Ki)
buyer(«i,>l) status(«ii, defined)
seller(tti,5) begin(t<n) = t\

An additional expressiveness advantage is that now we can quantify over
relations such as contract to express, for instance, general properties about any
relation on a certain individual or object.

Another matter of future work is default reasoning not only in the classical
sense but in the sense of making and monitoring assumptions about the temporal
distances between relevant times, specially on the duration (i.e. distance from
begin to end) of relation occurrences.

Finally we are working on the identification of particular subdomains where
the sort of temporal algebra required can be restricted in order to obtain com
putational complexity advantages.

8 Conclusions

We proposed an approach to temporal representation for legal reasoning sys
tems based on the method of temporal token arguments and the embedding of
temporal constraints.



Moreover, the notion of token introduced as an additional argument to do
main predicates turns out to be very adequate to express proposiiional references
which is an important representational issue in legal knowledge. In conclusion,
we can satisfactorily address two different requirements by applying the clear
and technically simple idea of having (temporal) tokens as arguments.
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